Introduction {#s001}
============

CRISPR-Cas^[\*](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}^ bacterial and archaeal immune systems remain of high interest across many domains of the life sciences, including food science, molecular biology, prokaryotic evolution, and as a technology from pharma to next-generation crops.^[@B1]^ The unifying interest in CRISPR is the tremendous wealth of applications this technology affords. While application and tool development using a handful of characterized CRISPR-Cas systems has exploded, the annotation and discovery of systems remains an ongoing challenge for microbiologists and bioinformaticians to solve. The ability to identify CRISPR-Cas systems can benefit the greater scientific community, from microbiologists attempting to learn about adaptive immunity in prokaryotes, to molecular biologists interested in harnessing the nucleic acid-targeting functions of various Cas proteins. In recent years, our understanding of the vast diversity in CRISPR-Cas has led to the identification of two classes of systems,^[@B4]^ six types and 23 subtypes.^[@B8]^ Beyond that, an additional uncharacterized type with five subtypes has been recently proposed.^[@B5]^ The CRISPR nomenclature is updated over time by the field, which can be difficult for novice CRISPR users to learn and keep up with, let alone use in additional gene discovery. There is a need to create a pipeline that can accurately, easily, and reproducibly identify and annotate CRISPR-Cas systems in DNA sequences.

There has been a great development in the tools instrumental to detect CRISPR repeats, notably CRISPRFinder and CRT,^[@B11]^ and a great effort to group and establish canonical Cas proteins,^[@B18]^ but there is a need to meld these worlds and develop an integrated usable tool. Currently, investigators interested in CRISPR must utilize separate tools for repeat identification and *cas* annotation. Furthermore, there is a lack of automated software that performs both of these tasks and can apply logic to determine basic CRISPR and *cas* identity. Here, we have developed a bioinformatic pipeline that builds on current tools and nomenclature to allow automated detection of entire CRISPR-Cas systems. It applies homology-based propagation of annotation, repeat detection, and nomenclatural logic to determine type, subtype, and the completeness of a system. An important function of our pipeline is to determine repeat orientation---a feature that is extremely vital in determining crRNAs and investigating the function and activity of CRISPR-Cas systems. The pipeline also has optional capabilities to determine the novelty of systems identified compared to user-defined databases.

There is a critical need for software used in research to be reproducible, accessible, and transparent. Release of code and data under open source licenses in public repositories facilitates transparency, reuse, and improvement,^[@B21]^ and is essential for replication and reproducibility of published results.^[@B22]^ Release of bioinformatic analysis in interactive notebooks improves transparency and reuse.^[@B23]^ Containerization technology can be used to address aspects of reproducibility and ease dependencies requirements accessibility.^[@B23]^ All software and data used in this analysis are available under a GPL2 license and are provided in a reusable Docker container in order to facilitate widespread use. Further development by the wider CRISPR and bioinformatic community to a public code repository at <http://github.com/crisprlab/CRISPRdisco> is welcomed.

Materials and Methods {#s002}
=====================

CRISPRdisco bioinformatic pipeline {#s003}
----------------------------------

The pipeline, CRISPRdisco, is written in python 2.7 and is distributed in a Docker container with all dependencies ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). Homology between reference sets of proteins and the detection of CRISPR repeats, along with typing logic, are used to categorize systems. The included reference sets were generated by manual review from Makarova *et al*.,^[@B10]^ Shmakov *et al*.,^[@B5]^ and Burstein *et al*.^[@B9]^ for all Cas proteins identified to date. From nucleotide and protein files for each genome, annotation propagation by homology was by BLAST of reference sets against a protein database of coding sequence on a DNA sequence with an evalue cutoff of 1e-6, requiring 40% identity to reference protein sequence \>50% of length of reference, and using bitscore to determine the top match.

![Overview of bioinformatic pipeline. The bioinformatic pipeline uses nucleotide and coding sequence information to annotate both CRISPR repeats and Cas proteins. This information is combined to determine type, subtype and completeness of CRISPR-Cas systems in archaeal and bacterial genomes.](fig-1){#f1}

The CRISPR arrays are identified using minCED (mining CRISPRs in environmental data sets; <http://github.com/ctSkennerton/minced>), a derivative of CRISPR Recognition Tool^[@B11]^ that is more conservative in repeat calling and allows more flexible user outputs. Custom code determines the orientation of the repeats, generates the consensus repeat sequences, and returns the number of repeats, indicating the size of the array. Once the CRISPR loci have been identified, the presence and absence of genes are used to assign type and subtype, detect multiple systems in a genome, and determine the completeness of the system through identification of missing repeats and Cas proteins.

In addition, the user has the option to compare the proteins identified in their data set to local databases and look for protein domains using hmmscan.^[@B27]^ The default output for the pipeline includes a master summary table that lists the number of repeat loci, all Cas proteins, and the putative assigned type and subtype. Additionally, this table contains the annotations for completeness of the system and any missing elements. There are additional supplemental tables that can be saved, including the consensus repeat information and sequence for each locus, the number of individual proteins detected in a genome and the blast results for each protein detected. For more information on how to use the pipeline, please visit the Github repository.

Occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems {#s004}
--------------------------------

A collection of genomes from Bacterial and Archaeal taxa categorized as full and complete from the RefSeq database released before December 16, 2016, containing 5,201 replicons (2,777 genomes, 2,424 extrachromosomal sequences including plasmids) was used to build and fine-tune the pipeline. We compared the output with the currently used gold standard tools and publications to determine the accuracy of our pipeline. The accuracy of our repeat detection and Cas identification were compared to CRISPRdb (September 2016, hypothetical annotations not used) containing 2,052 genomes and Makarova *et al*.^[@B10]^ containing 1,263 genomes, respectively.

Only loci where *cas* (and the Cas proteins they encode) and CRISPR co-occur were considered for the distribution of loci and size of array analysis. Systems were said to "co-occur" when CRISPR repeats were within 20 kb of the signature protein in a genome. Signature proteins are the primary nuclease in each type of CRISPR-Cas system. Specifically, Cas3 is a single-strand DNA exonuclease that is the signature protein for type I^[@B28]^; Cas9 is a blunt-cutting double-strand DNA endonuclease that is the signature protein for type II^[@B32]^; Cas10 is an RNA or DNA nickase that is the signature protein for type III^[@B35]^; Csf4 is the signature nuclease for type IV^[@B5]^; Cas12 (formerly Cpf1) is a staggered-cutting double-strand DNA endonuclease signature protein for type V^[@B5],[@B8],[@B38]^; and finally, Cas13 is an RNA-shredding nuclease that is the signature protein for type VI.^[@B42]^ If the repeats from these loci were also detected elsewhere in the genome, custom code was used to calculate the true size of split arrays when there were multiple repeat-spacer arrays with the same repeat sequence located throughout the genome. Notched box plots display the distribution of these sizes, with the notch indicating the confidence interval around the mean. The missing components were annotated using the count for number of CRISPR loci co-localized with Cas. Means comparisons were performed in JMP Pro 12 using Tukey\'s HSD test with a 0.05 alpha level.

Phylogenetic distribution and enrichment {#s005}
----------------------------------------

Only loci where Cas and repeats co-occurred were used for the phylogenetic distribution and enrichment analysis. Custom code (<http://github.com/crisprlab/test>) was used to determine the rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems in bacterial and archaeal genomes by different levels of taxonomic classification. Phylogenetic enrichment analyses were performed using the NCBI taxonomic information. The occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems by taxonomic level was normalized to the number of sequences in each clade ([Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Supplementary Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; Supplementary Data are available online at [www.liebertpub.com/crispr](www.liebertpub.com/crispr)).

![Distribution of type of CRISPR-Cas system. The outer ring demonstrates the total distribution of CRISPR-Cas systems detected in archaea and bacteria. The inner ring shows the same distribution with a correction for sampling bias in the data set used. The inner ring is normalized to the number of replicons in each taxonomic class used for this analysis.](fig-2){#f2}

Results {#s006}
=======

Pipeline performance and comparison {#s007}
-----------------------------------

CRISPR arrays and Cas sequences were annotated using the CRISPRdisco pipeline in 5,201 genomes and plasmids from the RefSeq repository at NCBI ([Supplementary Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The runtime for the entire pipeline on a single replicon was between 2 and 5 min, depending on the amount of sequence, when parallelizing with 10 CPUs per replicon on a system with 20 virtual 2.13 GHz Intel® Xeon® CPUs and 128 GB RAM total. The majority of the runtime is spent running BLAST. Total runtime scales nearly linearly with number of sequences.

The pipeline presented here showed agreement with CRISPR repeat detection in 94% of genomes analyzed with the CRISPRdb ([Supplementary Table S2](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"})^[@B12],[@B45]^ and ∼99% agreement in Cas detection with supplemental table nrmicro3569-s7 from Makarova *et al*.^[@B10]^ ([Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}). When our pipeline disagreed with the presence or absence of CRISPR components in genomes, we used the entire CRISPR-Cas locus to determine which annotation software was more likely to be accurate. When comparing CRISPR occurrence, if CRISPR repeats were detected in one software and not the other, we used the presence of *cas* genes to determine whether the repeats were likely a true CRISPR-Cas system and the absence of *cas* genes to determine whether the repeats were likely non-CRISPR repetitive elements in a genome. The inverse of this logic was used when CRISPR repeats were not detected. When comparing Cas occurrence, if Cas coding sequences were detected using one software and not the other, we used the presence of CRISPR repeats to determine if the locus was likely a true CRISPR-Cas system and vice versa. When using the whole locus to determine the accuracy of the pipeline, we are \>98% accurate in CRISPR repeat calling and 99% accurate in Cas detection relative to these other sources.

###### 

**Pipeline agreement of CRISPR repeat and Cas identification**

  *CRISPR identification*                     *Number (%)*   *Cas identification*                          *Number (%)*
  ------------------------------------------- -------------- --------------------------------------------- ---------------
  Agree (presence/absence of CRISPR arrays)   1,931 (94%)    Agree (presence/absence of Cas)               1,249 (98.9%)
  Cas presence favors CRISPRdisco pipeline    77 (3.7%)      CRISPR presence favors CRISPRdisco pipeline   8 (0.6%)
  Cas presence favors CRISPRfinder            44 (2.1%)      CRISPR presence favors orig. publication      6 (0.5%)
  *Total*                                     2,052          *Total*                                       1,263

Overall rate of occurrence {#s008}
--------------------------

CRISPR or Cas elements were detected in 1,963/5,201 genomes and plasmids from the RefSeq database ([Supplementary Table S1](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Of the 1,963 CRISPR elements containing replicons, only 1,065 complete CRISPR-Cas systems were identified where *cas* genes co-localized with CRISPR repeats ([Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). Only about half of all signature proteins occurred with repeats and a complete *cas* locus. The majority of complete systems identified were type I systems (686/1,065 systems; 64%), followed by type III (234 systems; 22%), then type II (125 systems; 12%), with IV, V, and VI accounting for a combined 20 systems (2%; [Fig. 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). In many systems where the *cas* co-occur with repeats, we were able to detect additional repeats elsewhere in the genome; these are called "split arrays" ([Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Split arrays were extremely common in type III systems (∼73%), frequent in type I systems (∼50%), and rare in type I systems (∼5%). Split arrays are proposed to utilize the same set of Cas proteins, though they only occur in a single locus. Additionally, we identified 459 genomes that contained partial or complete Cas proteins but were missing repeats entirely ([Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Genomes with complete Cas systems but lacking repeats may be lacking repeat-spacer arrays due to poor assemblies. Newer repeat identification tools such as CRISPRdetect may perform better in detecting unusual or degenerate CRISPR arrays.^[@B17]^

###### 

**Number of systems where CRISPR repeats and Cas co-occur**

  *Class*    *Type*    *Signature Cas protein*   *Total number of proteins identified*   *Number of systems that co-occur with repeats*   *Percent of Cas that co-occur with repeats*
  ---------- --------- ------------------------- --------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------------------------
  Class 1    Type I    Cas3                      1257                                    686                                              54.6%
  Type III   Cas10     507                       234                                     46.1%                                            
  Type IV    Csf4      14                        0                                       0%                                               
  DinG       609       7                         1.1%                                                                                     
  Class 2    Type II   Cas9                      245                                     125                                              51.0%
  Type V     Cas12a    8                         6                                       75.0%                                            
  Cas12b     2         0                         0%                                                                                       
  Cas12c     0         N/A                       N/A                                                                                      
  Cas12d     0         N/A                       N/A                                                                                      
  Cas12e     0         N/A                       N/A                                                                                      
  Type VI    Cas13a    4                         3                                       75%                                              
  Cas13b     71        4                         5.6%                                                                                     
  Cas13c     0         N/A                       N/A                                                                                      

###### 

**Number of systems missing repeats**

  *Type of system*   *Completeness of system*   *Number of potential loci*
  ------------------ -------------------------- ----------------------------
  Type I             Partial                    31
  Complete           14                         
  Type II            Partial                    7
  Complete           16                         
  Type III           Partial                    24
  Complete           6                          
  Type IV            Partial                    271
  Complete           16                         
  Type V             Partial                    1
  Complete           0                          
  Type VI            Partial                    29
  Complete           0                          

###### 

**Number of split loci**

  *Type*   *Number single loci*   *Number split loci*   *Percent split*
  -------- ---------------------- --------------------- -----------------
  I        230                    226                   49.6%
  II       115                    6                     5.0%
  III      34                     95                    73.6%
  IV       2                      2                     50%
  V        4                      1                     20%
  VI       4                      1                     20%
  Total    389                    331                   45.9%

When looking at the size of repeat-spacer arrays, we noticed a small effect size but statistically significant differences in the number of repeats based on the type of CRISPR-Cas system ([Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). Only type II systems were statistically smaller than types I and III. Type II systems contained on average 25 repeats, while type I and type III systems both contain on average 41 and 47 repeats, respectively. The larger array size in type I and type III systems may be due to the higher rate of split loci.

![Size of CRISPR loci. The total number of repeats from genomes where repeats co-occur with *cas* genes broken down by type. \*Average size is statistically different based on Tukey\'s HSD (alpha 0.05).](fig-3){#f3}

Another metric to characterize the canonical subtypes is to look at the size of the CRISPR repeat. Each subtype has its own unique repeat length that is often different from subtypes within a CRISPR type. In type I systems this is extremely evident ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). The type I-A subtype has the shortest repeats, 24--25 nucleotides, followed by type I-E and I-F with 28--29 nucleotide repeats, I-B with 30 nucleotide repeats, I-C with 32 nucleotide repeats, and finally I-U with 36--37 nucleotide repeats ([Fig. 4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). As CRISPR repeat length is conserved within a subtype, this information can be used to confirm subtypes and ensure the accuracy of CRISPR repeat detection software.

![Length of CRISPR repeats by CRISPR subtype. The distribution of CRISPR repeat length by subtype is shown. The bar height is scaled by CRISPR-Cas type. Relative abundance of each subtype within a type can be determined by bar height on the *x*-axis.](fig-4){#f4}

Taxonomic distribution {#s009}
----------------------

When looking at the rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems at different taxonomic levels, we see divergences from the canonical rate of occurrence of these systems ([Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}, and [Supplementary Table S3](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The current published rate of occurrence for CRISPR-Cas systems in archaea is around 90% of genomes and in bacteria around 45%. When looking across the entire kingdom, we see a rate of occurrence of any type of CRISPR feature in chromosomes around 90% in archaea and 66% in bacteria. When considering only complete systems that contain both a signature protein and repeat-spacer array that co-occur in the genome, the rates are much lower---around 20% of bacteria and 60% of archaea. There are a number of taxonomic classes of bacteria that hover around the 30--50% rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems, but there are many classes that fall at the extremes of CRISPR occurrence. In our analyses, the Chlamydiia group (173 sequences surveyed) was the only class that did not contain a single CRISPR-Cas feature. Several classes of bacteria had very low rates of occurrence, including Alphaproteobacteria, Mollicutes, and Spirochaetia. Conversely there were several bacterial classes that had high rates of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems, including Actinobacteria, Clostridia, Deinococci, Thermotogae, Aquificae, and Chlorobia ([Fig. 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). Within the archaeal classes, CRISPR features were almost ubiquitously identified in all classes except the Halobacteria class. Overall, there does appear to be a taxonomic dependence when investigating the rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems in isolates in this data set. The inherent biases in which strains are isolated, sequenced, and deposited preclude extension of these rates to prokaryotic populations in nature.

###### 

Occurrence of CRISPR‐Cas systems in archaea and bacteria. The total number of complete CRISPR‐Cas systems where proteins co‐occur with repeats in chromosomes is depicted in the left heat map. The taxonomic class level was used to group the genomes. Total counts for archaea and bacteria appear at the top of each kingdom. The classes are ranked by total number of genomes included in the search. The column titled "Does Not Contain CRISPR" includes all genomes without a single *cas* gene or CRISPR repeat detected, while the "Contains CRISPR features" column denotes that a protein coding sequence with homology to known Cas proteins or CRISPR repeats were detected in the chromosome. The right heat map displays the percent of genomes containing CRISPR‐Cas systems when normalized for total number of genomes included in this analysis.

![](fig-5)

![](fig-6)

CRISPR-Cas features were also identified on plasmids ([Supplementary Table S4](#SD4){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Often, putative CRISPR-Cas systems on plasmids were missing key features, such as signature proteins or co-occurring repeats. In total, 64 bacterial and 8 archaeal genera harbor plasmids with CRISPR features. In bacteria, we could detect complete systems for types I, II, III, and IV systems on plasmids, while only complete type I systems were detected on archaeal plasmids. The occurrence of these systems, and system parts, on plasmids suggests horizontal gene transfer aids in disseminating these genetic features through environments.

Looking at the diversity of CRISPR-Cas systems in different taxonomic classes, there is no class that carries all six types of systems. In archaea, types I and III are the predominant types; components of these types were detected in 198/202 genomes in that domain. Type I systems were detected in 121 archaeal genomes, while type III systems were detected in 78 genomes. Type V systems have not previously been reported in archaeal genomes. This analysis detected two complete type IV systems detected in the Methanomicrobia class and one type V-A system detected in an unclassified archaeal (NC_020913 archaeon Mx1201). In bacteria, type I systems are the dominant type; they were detected in 16% of genomes (787/4,949). Types II, III, and IV systems occurred in roughly the same number of genomes (II in 4.6%, III in 6.1%, and IV in 5.1%). Type V systems were by far the rarest, as only seven were detected in all bacterial genomes, primarily in the Gammaproteobacteria and Clostridia classes. Type VI systems were detected in ∼1% of bacterial genomes.

Discussion {#s010}
==========

The pipeline presented here relies on homology-based propagation of annotation and canonical *cas* gene presence and absence to assign type and subtype of systems. Solely using this approach may lead to the inability to assign subtypes properly. For example, in a genome that is misassembled or incomplete, a system that more closely functions as a type II-A system may be called a II-C due to a single gene, *csn2*, missing. The genomes used in this analysis are all complete, so this issue is hopefully minimized. The pipeline represents a preliminary step in the identification of potentially functional CRISPR-Cas systems. Developments of the pipeline and CRISPR knowledge base will be needed to connect the coding potential of CRISPR-Cas systems further to system functionality based solely on *in silico* sequence.

When comparing the functionality of the pipeline described here, we were only able to compare positive results to published Cas data by Makarova *et al*.,^[@B10]^ Shmakov *et al*.,^[@B8]^ and Burstein *et al*.^[@B9]^ The publications that have defined our CRISPR-Cas nomenclature only encompass the occurrence of these systems and not the absence of these systems in genomes. We cannot comment on the false-positive rate of our Cas protein detection, as there is no current public repository of genomes predicted to be lacking CRISPR-Cas systems. Publishing only the Cas-positive genomes may obfuscate the true rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems. One benefit of using a whole locus approach to annotate CRISPR-Cas systems is the ability to use information from both repeat and Cas detection to inform us whether potential proteins identified by the pipeline are true Cas proteins or merely homologs. The high rate of incomplete systems suggests the majority of these systems may not be active in all three stages of CRISPR immunity. Functional characterization of the stages of immunity in partial and complete systems will aid in translating the *in silico* prediction of a system to its biological activity.

No type II systems were detected in archaeal genomes included in this study, though archaeal Cas9s have been reported in the literature.^[@B9]^ The first detection of Cas9s in archaeal genomes was from metagenomic assemblies. While the pipeline was not run on metagenomes in this analysis, the tool we present here can be used to annotate Cas proteins and CRISPR repeats in binned assemblies and in more fragmented shotgun genome assemblies of isolated strains. Additionally, as sequencing of novel microbiomes continues to expand our knowledge of the known microbial world, we expect to detect novel CRISPR-Cas systems more frequently. This pipeline should be updated to include all novel reference proteins.

Determining type and subtype of some of the newer CRISPR-Cas systems will require some additional functional analyses to determine which protein profiles actually constitute an active CRISPR-Cas system. The current signature proteins for type IV systems are Csf4 and DinG. Using DinG to determine type IV CRISPR-Cas systems drastically changes the rate of occurrence of these systems. DinG occasionally appears in bacterial genomes without CRISPR arrays and without other Cas proteins. This occurrence will cause us to overestimate the number of type IV CRISPR-Cas systems if the whole locus information is not considered when determining type. The same issue arises with the V-U proteins. Proteins with similar sequences and domain structures to the c2c-proteins previously identified as V-U potential class 2 systems are found throughout bacterial genomes and many are currently annotated as putative transposases.

The current canonical rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems in bacterial and archaeal genomes is skewed by the genomes deposited in public repositories, with notable bias toward pathogenic bacteria and model organisms. As novel microbes from diverse environments are sequenced, we will likely see the rate of CRISPR-Cas occurrence change. Recent reports have suggested that the true rate of CRISPR occurrence is much lower than the canonical 40% of bacteria and 90% of archaea.^[@B46],[@B47]^ We propose that the environment of the native host as well as the taxonomic classification is greatly important when discussing the rate of occurrence of CRISPR, as some taxonomic groups are virtually devoid of CRISPR while others are extremely rich.

Conclusion {#s011}
==========

There is a tremendous opportunity to determine the link between CRISPR functionality *in vivo* and CRISPR-Cas diversity *in silico*, as the current link remains unknown. This pipeline can help provide the bioinformatic resources required to identify, categorize, and characterize putative CRISPR-Cas systems in bacterial and archaeal genomes. We hope by having a single tool to detect and assign class, type, and subtypes accurately and reproducibly to potential CRISPR-Cas systems, users will be able to generate a greater knowledge base on how truly diverse these systems are and understand how they occur and are distributed in nature. The rate of occurrence of CRISPR-Cas systems changes with the taxonomic granularity used to assess this rate, and thus the rate should change across taxonomic groups of interest. As the majority of CRISPR-Cas systems identified *in silico* are incomplete, it is likely very few of these systems are truly active functionally as adaptive immune systems.
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